The masks in summary:

==>Microderma: It is a physical exfoliation for the FIRST layer of dull skin. That’s it! Instant gratification. Taking care of dead cells on the first layer only.

==>Facial Peel: This is for the DEEPER level exfoliating - to rid of surface level dead skin and the deeper level. Works on dead cells, penetrating to the 2nd and 3rd layer (like the cantaloupe demonstration we saw at Seminar), and works on dead cells that are NOT the blackheads.

==>Gel Mask: This is more of a pampering product. Certainly with benefits - but more spa like pampering for a burst of hydration. Has benefits to hydrate, especially really dry skin, but yet all skin types can benefit from this. It relaxes and refreshes the skin, and destresses it.

==>Charcoal Mask - for all skin types, tightens to pull out the dirt and grime, does deep cleaning. the honeysuckle is soothing. Charcoal mask reduces the size of pores, reduces shine and oil - yet not drying. Will reduce/minimize skin discoloration and sun damage, acts as a skin brightener. Helps skin to be clearer. Will target acne and blemishes.

==>The deep cleaning is more intense and is penetrating 2nd and 3rd. layer.

==>the botanicals in this mask, especially the activated charcoal, is what is tightening the skin which means it is working deep to do the intense clean.

==>Difference between Botanical Masks and Charcoal masks: botanical masks are penetrating first layer for dull skin, doing some deep cleaning - but not penetrating as much as the charcoal mask.